
Katelyn Alexandria
Photography

Congratulations

With an effortlessly
authentic style, we cover
weddings, elopements,
and events around the
world. The goal with each
gallery is to represent  

our clients as their natural
selves. We don't just give
you the perfect, curated
frames; but the imperfect,
blurry ones too. Your
wedding gallery is Y O U.

on your engagement!



To have & to hold...

...For the adventurous &
bold

capture@katelynalexandriaphotography.com

"Our experience
working with
Katelyn was
amazing..." 

Let's get to know
eachother.

704-591-0198

@KatelynAlexandriaPhoto

- Rachel, 2020 bride





To have & to hold...

...For the adventurous &
bold

A passionate photographer,
traveler, and rock-climber, I'll be
with you, personally, from the time
you book me for your engagement
session to the time you dance off
into the sunset after your grand exit.
Every moment of your day is vital,
and I bring the very best team with
me to document your wedding.

Portraits

$310+
1-2 hour sessions
2 outfits / single location
25+ edited images
online gallery
prints available for purchase

Weddings & Elopements

$4000+
*elopement packages are flexible
7-12 hours of coverage
2 photographers
600+ finalized images
online gallery
prints & album available for purchase

Services
Additional Events

custom pricing
3+ hours of coverage
1-2 photographers
all finalized images
online gallery
commercial use release (if
applicable)



To have & to hold...

...For the adventurous &
bold

No two
weddings are

alike
so we don't give you a

package based on a template.
We chat, get to know each

other, and discuss what you
need. Then , we figure out what

wedding collection we can
provide for your budget.

Also offered

Gift Prints

4x6 - $3
5x5 - $4
5x7 - $5
8x10 - $8
8x12 - $14
11x14 - $28
10x10 - $17
16x20 - $70

Framing

Inquire Separately

Gallery Wraps

8x10 - $138
10x10 - $144
11x14 - $154
12x12 - $149
16x24 - $207
20x20 - $208
20x30 - $286
24x36 - $398

Additional Hourly
Coverage

$275 / hour



We shoot
35mm &
Medium

Format Film...



...alongside Full
Frame Digital

to capture your blurry laughs and clear details in
perfect harmony.



& your wedding
gallery won't be
perfect
because life isn't;
and that's the beauty.



I, genuinely, look
forward to getting to

know you.
-Katelyn


